Experimental study on the characteristics of mixed molding fuel with sludge and corn stalk
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To solve the problem of utilization of typical waste resources in Daqing, the rich corn stalk in Daqing and the Daqing oilfield waste sludge were respectively selected as major and auxiliary raw. The influence of sludge proportion, moisture content of mixed materials and molding pressure on quality characteristics of mixed molding was investigated. Maximum pressure and deformation displacement were introduced to measure the mechanical properties of molding fuel. The results showed that the sludge proportion was from 5% to 10%, the moisture content of mixed materials was from 10% to 12%, and the molding pressure was from 25Mpa to 30Mpa. Under this condition, physical qualities of molding fuel were better. This study may provide a theoretical basis for making molding fuel with mixed materials and providing a new consideration for the resource utilization of sludge.
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1. Introduction

Facing with the situation that our country is more dependent on coal resources and has less energy reserves and low production, while energy demand is in a substantial increase, combining the present situation that our country is rich in straw resources in agriculture and the amount of straw resources available to collect is 687 million tons, but the abandoned and burned part of the straw is about 31.31%, rational use of resources is particularly important. At present, molding fuel is one of the efficient and clean utilization of straw resources. Single material is mainly used to prepare traditional molding fuel. The study of molding fuel with mixed materials is limited to the introduction of urban sewage sludge in biomass materials or the introduction of biomass materials in briquette.

Combining resources advantages in Daqing, waste sludge in Daqing oilfield that generates in the oil exploration, mining, transportation, storage and refining process was added to the feedstock in this experiment. Sludge and corn
stalk were mixed to produce molding fuel. Quality characteristics of molding fuel were observed under the condition of different sludge proportion, different moisture content of mixed materials and different molding pressure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test materials and equipments

Sludge and corn stalk were selected as raw materials. The main instruments and equipments are shown in Table 1 and the self-made three-dimensional compression device is shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The names of instruments and equipments</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic molding machine</td>
<td>YJ-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinder</td>
<td>SG40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotherm automatic calorimeter</td>
<td>SE-AC8018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture analyzer</td>
<td>MB25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-controlled electronic universal testing machine</td>
<td>WDW3100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. The diagram of self-made three-dimensional compression device](image)

2.2. Test method

(a) Calorific of molding fuel

According to GB / T213-2003 “Determination of calorific value of coal”, the calorific of molding fuel under different sludge proportion was measured. Two samples were taken in this test.

(b) Moisture content of mixed materials

Measurement method was as follow: according to moisture test procedure
of moisture analyzer, the heating temperature and heating time were set. The test samples were prepared basing on the requirements of the test, and then heating mantle was closed. The test button was put on to start the test. After the test, the results were recorded.

(c) Deformation resistance

Under continuous loading until 30kN displacement of molding fuel were measured and maximum pressure under continuous loading deformation rupture were measured.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Effects of sludge proportion on quality of molding fuel

The calorific of molding fuel under different sludge proportions was shown in Figure 2. As sludge proportion increased, the calorific of molding fuel increased. The force and displacement diagram of molding fuel of different sludge proportions under continuous loading until 30kN was shown in Figure 3(a). As sludge proportion increased, the deformation displacement of molding fuel increased, and then tended to gently. When sludge proportion was from 5% to 10%, under certain conditions of the force, the deformation displacement of molding fuel was smaller. This showed that deformation resistance of molding fuel was better. The curve of force changing with time of molding fuel of different sludge proportions under continuous loading was shown in Figure 3(b). When sludge proportion was over 10%, the maximum pressure of deformation rupture of molding fuel was lower. Therefore, considering the calorific of molding fuel and deformation resistance, sludge proportion was chose from 5% to 10%.

![Fig. 2. The diagram of the relationship between sludge proportion and calorific of molding fuel](image-url)
3.2. Effects of moisture content of mixed materials on the physical quality of molding fuel

The force and displacement diagram of molding fuel of different moisture content of mixed materials under continuous loading until 30kN was shown in Figure 4(a). When moisture content of mixed materials was from 10% to 12%, under certain conditions of the force, the deformation displacement of molding fuel was smaller. At this time, deformation resistance of molding fuel was better. The curve of force changing with time of molding fuel of different moisture content of mixed materials under continuous loading was shown in Figure 4(b). As moisture content of mixed materials increased, the maximum pressure of deformation rupture of molding fuel decreased slightly. Therefore, considering deformation displacement and maximum pressure of molding fuel, moisture content of mixed materials was chose from 10% to 12%.
3.3. Effects of molding pressure on the physical quality of molding fuel

The force and displacement diagram of molding fuel of different molding pressure under continuous loading until 30kN was shown in Figure 5(a). As molding pressure increased, the deformation displacement of molding fuel increased, and then tended to gently. Under certain conditions of the force, when molding pressure was 30Mpa, the deformation displacement of molding fuel was smallest. The curve of force changing with time of molding fuel of different molding pressure under continuous loading was shown in Figure 5(b). When molding pressure was from 25mpa to 30mpa, the maximum pressure of deformation rupture of molding fuel was larger. Therefore, molding pressure was chose from 25mpa to 30mpa, at this time, the physical quality of molding fuel was better.

![Diagram of the relationship between molding pressure and mechanical properties of the physical quality of molding fuel](image)

Fig. 5. The diagram of the relationship between molding pressure and mechanical properties of the physical quality of molding fuel

4. Conclusion

Maximum pressure and deformation displacement were introduced to measure the mechanical properties of molding fuel. The influence of sludge proportion, moisture content of mixed materials and molding pressure on quality characteristics of mixed molding was studied. The results were as follows:

(a) When sludge proportion was from 5% to 10%, the combustion and physical properties of molding fuel were better.

(b) When moisture content of mixed materials was from 10% to 12%, the physical properties of molding fuel were better.

(c) When molding pressure was from 25mpa to 30mpa, the physical properties of molding fuel were better.
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